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Abstract

This innovation is a miniature or micro sized semiconductor sensor design that provides two

axis direct non-intrusive measurement of skin friction or wall shear stress in fluid flow. The

sensor is fabricated by micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technology, enabling small

size and low cost reproductions. The sensors have been fabricated by utilizing MEMS

fabrication processes to bond a sensing element wafer to a fluid coupling wafer. This layering

technique provides for an out of plane dimension that is on the same order of length as the in-

plane dimensions. The sensor design has the following characteristics: a shear force collecting

plate with dimensions that can be tailored to various application specific requirements such as

spatial resolution, temporal resolution and shear force range and resolution. This plate is

located coplanar to both the sensor body and flow boundary, and is connected to a dual axis

gimbal structure by a connecting column or lever arm. The dual axis gimbal structure has

torsional hinges with embedded piezoresistive torsional strain gauges which provide a voltage

output that is correlated to the applied shear stress (and excitation current) on force collection

plate that is located on the flow boundary surface (hence the transduction method). This

combination of design elements create a “force concentration and resolution” structure that

enables the generation of a large stress on the strain gauge from the small shear stress on the

flow boundary wall. This design as well as the use of back side electrical contacts establishes a

non-intrusive method to quantitatively measure the shear force vector on aerodynamic bodies.

Introduction

The measurement of shear stress is of importance in a large number of situations involving fluid flow, including

aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, turbo-machinery, and polymer processing among others [1-7]. Quantifying shear

stress is important in order to understand and control the flow and in particular to control and suppress the

development of turbulence in it [10]. Shear stress measurement is also needed to provide a transfer standard for

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) validation, especially for complex turbulent flows [12]. The magnitude of the

shear stress and needed resolution in these various situations can span many orders from milliPascals to kiloPascals
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or more. The frequency response and spatial resolution needed also varies considerably. Sensors employing direct

and indirect principles for sensing shear force exist, with the direct methods being favored, however no commercial

devices are readily available [11]. The requirements associated with sensors for aerodynamic applications are very

challenging due to the fact that forces involved are small (few Pascal to few hundred Pascal). In addition the

resolution of shear force needed is high (few milliPascal), the spatial resolution required is on the order of a few

hundred microns or less, and the frequency response varies from steady state to tens of kilohertz [6].

Figure 1. Cutaway View of Shear Stress Sensor

There is also the need for directional information that requires arrays of sensors to collect shear data over the area of

interest. The present invention is a microsensor that is ideally suited for this application and has been fabricated

using MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) fabrication techniques. It is however not limited to this

application and has many other uses that can be achieved by modifying the design parameters.
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Description of Sensor

The shear sensor uses a plate that is flush with the sensor body and the flow boundary to “collect” the shear stress

and couples it, using a lever arm, to a two axis torsional hinge gimbal structure. The gimbals have embedded

piezoresistive sensors to provide an electrical signal that is proportional to the mechanical torsional shear stress they

are experiencing (which in turn is proportional to the shear stress at the sensor plate). This configuration enables

small fluid shear stresses to be measured by providing relatively large collection areas to accumulate a reasonable

force and using an arm to transfer this to a large mechanical stress that can be easily measured with a piezoresistive

sensor.

A cutaway view of the shear sensor is shown in Fig.1. The device is comprised of a plate (Fig.1, 1) that “collects”

the shear force and is of a dimension comparable to the needed spatial resolution (10 to 100 to 1000s of microns

depending on application). Its surface is coplanar and flush with the surface of the device body in order to enable

non-intrusive or non disruptive mounting in the flow being probed. This plate is coupled to the arm (Fig. 1, 2) of a

two axis gimbal structure (Fig.1, 3). These gimbals are torsional hinges (Fig.1, 4) and permit rotation of the arm

(and plate) about both axes of the gimbal plane. This structure, consisting of the plate, arm, and gimbal, are

designed such that the tilt of the plate does not impact the macroscopic flow parameters. The hinges are fabricated of

single crystal silicon with embedded piezoresistive torsional sensors (Fig.1, 5). The sensor structure is shown in Fig.

2, and when excited with a suitable electrical current across terminals 1-2 the sensor outputs a voltage from contacts

3-4 proportional to the shear stress experienced by the hinge. The sensors themselves are typically made by doping

the silicon (by ion implantation or other means) to a suitable type and level of conductivity that provides the desired

sensitivity depending on the crystal orientation and confines the excitation current to the sensor. Metallic electrical

leads (not shown) on the back face of the device are provided to route excitation currents and output signal voltages

from these sensors to the external world. Subjecting the plate of the device (Fig.1, 1) to a shear force by mounting it

on an aerodynamic surface exposed to flow will result in a moment acting on the hinges that is proportional to the



shear stress on the plate and the plate arm and torsional hinge dimensions. This moment creates a mechanical

torsional shear stress within the hinges and thereby an output signal proportional to the shear stress on the plate from

the piezoresistive sensor. The shear stress at the fluid-sensor interface is initially converted to a mechanical shear

stress in the hinge that is sensed with the piezoresistive sensor. The two orthogonally located hinges and sensors

enable measuring the shear stress existing on the plate in both directions. This configuration of the sensor device

enables a large moment and stress level to be generated at the hinge from relatively small shear stress acting on a

small plate thereby enabling high spatial and stress resolution capability. The location of the piezoresistive sensor

on the rear face of the device enables wiring in a non-intrusive manner which is important in applications where the

aerodynamic flow is not to be disturbed. That is to say, all electrical contacts are below the flow surface. The entire

device may be fabricated in single crystal silicon using two silicon or SOI (Silicon-On-Insulator) wafers which

allows for fabrication of large arrays of sensors.

Figure 2. Shear/Torsion Piezoresistive Sensor
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Figure 3. Micrograph of Fabricated Sensors

The sensor is fabricated by bonding together two partially structured wafers. The first is processed to define the

piezoresistive structures and metallic leads for the piezoresistive structures, using standard semiconductor ion

implantation, deposition, lithography and etch techniques. The lever structure on the back side of this wafer is

defined using photolithography and a deep silicon reactive ion etch using the BOSCH process [8] that stops on the

buried oxide layer if present or is timed to desired depth. The second wafer is similarly processed to define plate or

lever (lever optional depending on process and design), on its backside. The two wafers are aligned and bonded at a

modest temperature and pressure compatible with the metals and other materials used. In addition an intermediary

layer such as a polymer (e.g. BCB, polyimide, negative photoresist), metal (Gold-gold/ Si-gold eutectic) or glass is

used during bonding. Additional lithography and silicon reactive ion etching steps define the plate and the hinge

and gimbal on either side of the bonded wafers and completes the sensor. Figure 3 depicts a set of micrographs of

the fabricated sensors. The two pictures on the left show the flow side of two different size arrays. The two photos

on the right show the gimbal structure as well as the back side contacts.
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Equation 1

Experimantal Setup

Several of these sensors, of varying sensitivity and spatial resolution, have been fabricated and characterized. Table

1 shows the variety of sensors that were fabricated during the first fabrication process. The sensitivity depicted here

is based on an approximate mechanical model; this model assumes that all deformation is concentrated at the hinges.

The true sensitivity has proven to be up to two times lower when deformation of the frame is factored in. The

maximum resolution model was based on the thermal noise limit; additional process-dependent noise sources will

reduce the attainable resolution. Likewise, Table 2 shows the various sensors fabricated during the second

fabrication process. One of the design criteria for the sensors included in Table 1 was high spatial resolution and

these devices were fabricated with as many as 100 sensors on a 5 by 5cm silicon die. The sensors from the second

fabrication run (Table 2) had a design criterion that focused on high yield and realistic back side contact wiring.

Even so, these second generation sensors require 30 back-side electrical connections for a typical 4 sensor die. The

number of sensors on each die was reduced to 4 and the die size was reduced to 3.5 by 3.5cm.

Design
#

Plate
Diameter

(um)

Length of
Lever
(um)

Suspension
Thickness

(um)

Sensitivity
mV/mA-Pa

Max.
Resolution

(Pa)

Range
(Pa)

Fundamental
Resonant

Frequencies
(~kHz)

1a 430 400 5 0.108 1/300 5700 40
1b 430 400 2 1.112 1/1700 390 10
2a 800 400 5 0.650 1/1000 1650 20
2b 800 400 2 3.800 1/5800 110 5
3a 1200 400 5 0.841 1/2250 740 11
3b 1200 400 2 8.650 1/12000 50 3
4a 140 400 5 0.002 1/30 54000 73
4b 140 400 2 0.118 1/180 3600 19
5a 340 400 5 0.118 1/180 9200 45
5b 340 400 2 0.695 1/1000 625 12

Table 1 First Fabricaion Design Summary
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Design
#

Plate
Diameter

(um)

Length
of Lever

(um)

Suspension
Thickness

(um)

Sensitivity
mV/mA-Pa

Max.
Resolution

(Pa)

Range
(Pa)

Fundamental
Resonant

Frequencies
(~kHz)

1a 200 400 5 0.041 1/60 26000 65
1b 200 400 2 0.240 1/370 1800 17

2s 400 400 5 0.163 1/250 6600 42

2b 400 400 2 0.962 1/1450 450 11

3a 600 400 5 0.367 1/560 2900 28

3b 600 400 2 2.100 1/3300 200 7.5

4a 800 400 5 0.650 1/1000 1650 20
4b 800 400 2 3.800 1/5800 110 5

Table 2 Second Fabricaion Design Summary

The shear stress values were generated using a laminar flow channel (Fig. 4) and the sensors where mounted on the

wall in an aerodynamically smooth manner as to not disturb the flow. The flow channel was designed to insure that

Figure 4. Laminar Flow Cell



Equation 2

the flow will remain laminar during the entire tested shear range. This was done by using a pressure driven flow and

a very high aspect ratio flow channel cross section ( a few hundred microns by several centimeters) to insure a

parabolic velocity distribution. This high aspect ratio also allows the use of a two dimensional flow model with

negligible effects for the side walls. The shear stress was determined by measuring the pressure differential along

the length of the channel, at several stations. Figure 4 depicts the pressure taps used to determine the pressure

gradient; this figure also shows the location of the test article mounted in an indexed plug.

The shear stress at the wall in the laminar flow cell can be expressed using Equation 1, where i m is the shear at the

wall, h is the channel height, Sp is the pressure drop along the channel, and δl is the pressure tap spacing [7]. The

sensor mount as well as the pressure taps were cast into the channel using a low shrinkage epoxy to insure

aerodynamic smoothness. Also the flow surfaces of the channel were laminated with a polished stainless steel

surface to reduce flow perturbations. Volumetric flow rate was also measured as a secondary insurance that

Equation 1 is valid for given flow conditions, by comparing results to Equation 2. Where Q is the measured

volumetric flow rate and µ is the absolute viscosity of air. Using these two equations effective Sp has been

calculated and compared to the measured value at different pressure tap locations. This reveals that Sp has a linear

relationship with volumetric flow, indicating fully developed laminar flow.
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Figure 5 Two Component Sensor Data

Figure 6 Two Comonent Rotational Results
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Figure 7 Varying Sensitivity with Plate Size

Figure 8 Thermal Effects on Sensors
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Experimantal Results

Data was taken after a stable flow had been obtained; shear stress and sensor output voltage were displayed in real

time. The sensor was powered by a constant current source (one for each axis) and the corresponding output voltage

was recorded. (Figure 5) depicts data collected from one of these shear stress sensors. This sensor was oriented so

that the outer axis was along the flow axis and the inner axis would be normal to the flow. As expected the sensor

displayed a much higher sensitivity along the flow vector. The incident vector was varied by rotating the sensor

mounting plug and both axis voltages were observed. (Figure 6) depicts the results of this rotation and as expected

during each axis rotation the sensitivity increased as the sensor axis approached the flow direction. Several sensors

were fabricated with varying plate diameters; this would in turn provide various shear ranges on the same silicon

die. Figure 7 depicts data from such a die; this data shows the result of an 800µm and 400µm plate size. As expected

the larger plate size provided data with increased sensitivity. These sensors were also thermally characterized,

determining sensor signal thermal drift while also characterizing the on-die temperature sensor. (Figure 8) depicts

the output of the on die temperature sensor as well as the output of the strain gauge. This graph shows that the

“Greek Cross” [9] configuration of strain gauges has a much lower thermal sensitivity than a single strain gauge.

The temperature sensor (composed of a single strain gauge) displays a linear response to temperature and proves

suitable for on die temperature measurement.

The data shown here represents repeated runs of varying flow rates, consisting of hundreds of data points. Slight

nonlinearities can be explained as variations in temperature during several hours of data collecting. Also errors due

to azimuth misalignment in the flow channel could lead to some cross axis error. Other system induced errors could

include reaching the lower limit of supporting instrumentation at low flow conditions, such as differential pressure

along the flow cell and low value set points using the flow controller.
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Summary

In summary, a need in the aerodynamic community to measure the forces on the surface due to skin friction or shear

stress has been identified. A MEMS sensor has been introduced that directly measures shear stress in two axes. The

device includes a force collecting plate that is in contact with the flow, a cantilever mount normal to the plate, a

gimbal structure for two axes of movement, and imbedded strain gauges to convert mechanical shear into an

electrical signal. The sensor is flush mounted with the flow surface, to keep from disrupting the natural aerodynamic

effects. Also, the gimbal structure, arm, and plate are designed such that the tilt of the plate due to the shear stress

does not impact the macroscopic flow parameters. To compliment this, all electrical leads and contacts are on the

back side of the sensor and using a MEMS process to fabricate these devices lends to its high spatial resolution. This

design has been fabricated and characterized with very favorable results as shown. Future work with these sensors

includes further characterization, novel packaging for custom applications as well as other non-aerodynamic

applications.
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